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Annual Membership for 2017
The Membership Fee for 2017 is $20 per member, due and
payable in January 2017.
Payment will be received at this meeting and at the
December meeting.

As there will not be a meeting in January, it is suggested
that you may like to pay on our website, using the
following procedure1. When the Website opens, click on “Membership” and
scroll down to the bottom, where it statesBMUG Memberships
Full $20.00 AUD
2. Click on:
This takes you to PayPal.
3. Click on “Checkout”.
4. Log into Pay Pal to complete the purchase, including
filling in all your details of name, address and credit card
details, if they do not come up automatically.
5. Click on the next line “Add special instructions to the
Seller”.
6. In this box be sure to type in your Full Name, so that our
Treasurer knows who made the payment.
7. Finally click the Pay Button.
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Welcome To My First Meeting
As Your New President
Hello everyone,
Following the finalisation of officebearers at the ‘second episode’ of the
AGM, on behalf of members, I wish to
thank all those who have volunteered
in their various capacities to help BMUG
go forward for another twelve months.
No contribution is too small to be
appreciated, and lots of ‘little things’
add up to something worthwhile. So
thank you especially to those who are
doing lots of little things in the
background to help ‘train’ me for this
position. You are all much appreciated!
Items from the last Committee
meeting:
iPad SIG:
After careful thought, this SIG has been
discontinued as most members now

have a better understanding of their
iPad, and no longer need so much help
with it. A very good source of on-going
help is available by using “Tips”,
accessed via the desk top icon on your
iPad, or by downloading the iPad User
Guide as an iBook. There is also the
option of “asking Google” to answer
further questions.
Wanted: A Communications Person
Your Committee is looking for a
volunteer who is a bit ‘tech-savvy’ to
act as a ‘communications person’ to
very usefully look after the increasing
number of electronic communications
coming in from outside bodies.
As these are not frequent events,
hopefully they will not be arduous, and
“How to do it” help will be available.

This position would relieve the
occasional, yet inconveniently timeconsuming, extras added to the tasks
of Treasurer, and Secretary.
Although the Communications person
would be co-opted to the Committee,
attendance at every meeting would not
be compulsory.
Below is a Draft Job Description for the
Communications Person.
If you feel that you may have some
experience which would enable you to
fill this position and thus assist your
Committee, please contact myself or
any Committee member to discuss the
proposal.
Happy Computing
Carol Wilson
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Communications Person
Draft Job Description
1.Dealing with Telstra:
Changing over payment for our modem / Wi-Fi to direct debit for actual usage,
rather than paying a hefty charge of $40 in advance for a potential whole
month’s usage. This would entail a couple of hours, once a month.
2. MacHighway:
This is the body which hosts our website, and provides Committee email
addresses, for which a fee is paid every second year.
This requires a biennial renewal of payment.
3. Enetica:
This is the business that provides the Domain Name for our website and protects
the registration of the name of our group “Bellarinemac.org”, so that nobody else
can take it over.
This requires a biennial renewal of payment.
4. Prepare Annual Return, and pay appropriate fee to Consumer Affairs:
Completing this Form and preparing the Annual Payment is not required to be
done by the Secretary, as the small print on the form indicates that any
committee person may do it.
5. Liaison with our Webmaster:
6. Promotion of BMUG as a Community Group:
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WHAT IS YOUR

FAVOURITE
APP?
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BMUG Does Have A Future!
It is pleasing for me to report that BMUG
is able to continue for at least another
12 months.
Last month I expressed concern that
BMUG may not have a future as there
were no nominations forthcoming for
the positions of President
and Vice
President.
Now that Carol Wilson has been elected
as your new President and Peter Gason
as your new Vice President along with
two new Committee Members, being
Mary Ann Lorimer and Alan Collier, we
have a full compliment to run our Group.
I am looking forward to working with
your new Committee in this next twelve
months and I am confident that you will
continue to be provided with interesting
and varied programs along with plenty
of social fellowship and assistance with
your problems.

If you would like a particular topic
discussed or demonstrated at a meeting,
please feel free to contact one of your
Committee Members or alternatively
bring it forward during our General
Question and Answer Sessions at our
meetings.
If you have particular knowledge and
experience of using an app or product
which you feel would be of interest to
our membership, then please come
forward and volunteer to present a
session at one of our regular meetings.
We are constantly looking for Presenters
and new topics to keep our programs
varied
and
interesting
for
the
membership.
BMUG Assist, through Peter Oakley and
Dick Brown (and occasionally myself),
will continue to be available free of
charge to any member who is seeking
assistance with any matters relating to
Apple/Mac products. Please email your

queries before making phone contact as
that allows our volunteers more time for
research if it is needed.

Do you have a Special Interest that
you would like to pursue within the
Group?
We are always looking for members who
have a Special Apple Interest and who
would like to form a sub Group to
pursue common interests amongst
members. We are able to arrange and
cater for these activities.

Do you want to know all of the
technical details about the model of
Mac you are using?
Go to the Apple menu on the top left of
your Tool Bar, right click and choose
‘About This Mac’. Then go to the
Support tab and click on Specifications.
This will take you to a webpage with all
of the details about your model.
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With Your Editor

Peter Baldwin

Email Terms Explained

contain information used to control
the message and its transmission as

Bcc (Blind Carbon Copy)

I am confused by the multitude of
terms relating to the use of email. Can
you please explain some of these
terms?

well as meta-data such as the
Subject, origin and destination email
addresses, the path an email takes,
and maybe its priority.

A Bcc, short for "blind carbon copy",
is a copy of an email message sent to
a recipient whose email address does
not appear (as a recipient) in the
message.

Answer:

To

Attachment

The following are some of the most
common terms used with email-

The To: line of an email contains its
primary recipient or recipients. All
recipients in the To: line are visible to

An attachment is a file (such as an
image, a word processing document
or an mp3 file perhaps) that is sent

An email address is the name for an
electronic postbox that can receive
(and send) email messages on a
network (such as the internet or a

all other
default

along with an email message

The "From:" header field, in an email,

The "Subject" of an email message
should be a short summary of its

local network not connected to the
wider internet).

Email Body

contains the message's author. It
must list the email address, and one
can add a name as well.

contents. Email programs
display it in a mailbox
together with the sender.

The email body is the main part of an

Cc

GB

email message that contains the
message’s text, images and other
data (such as attached files).

A Cc, short for "carbon copy", is a
copy of an email message sent to a
recipient
whose
email
address
appears in the message's Cc header
field.

A GB (gigabyte) is made up of 1000
MB (megabytes) or 1 billion bytes. A
byte is a basic unit of storing
information electronically made up of
8 bits; each bit has two states (on or

Question:

Email Address

Email Header
Email header lines make up the first
part of any email message. They

recipients,

possibly

by

From

Subject

usually
display

off)
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Questions to the Editor Cont......
Spam
Spam is unsolicited email. Not all
unsolicited email is spam, however.
Most spam is sent in bulk to a large
number of email addresses and
advertises
some
product
or—
considerably
viewpoint.

less

often—political

Worm
A worm is a program or script that
replicates itself and moves through a
network,
typically
travelling
by
sending new copies of itself via
email. Many worms have no negative
effect except resource consumption,
but some will perform malicious
actions.

Backscatter
Backscatter is a delivery failure report
generated by a junk email that used
an innocent third party's email
address as the sender (which address
receives the delivery failure message)

Phishing
Phishing is a fraudulent practice in
which private data is captured on
web sites or through an email
designed to look like a trusted third
party. Scammers will try to lure you
into
revealing
account
names,
numbers, passwords, and other
confidential info, which they can use
to steal money and/or your identity.

Typically, phishing (from "password
fishing") scams involve an email
alerting the user to a problem with
their bank or other account.
Never click on a link in an email
about security, or purchases you
didn’t make, that appears to be from
a bank or online site where you have
an account.
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Questions to the Editor Cont......
POP (Post Office Protocol)
POP (Post Office Protocol) is an
internet standard that defines an
email server and a way to retrieve
mail from it. In contrast to IMAP, POP
only lets the email client download
recent messages, to be managed in
the program and on the device.

BIMAP
(Internet
Access Protocol)

Messaging

IMAP, short for Internet Messaging
Access Protocol, is an internet
standard that describes a protocol for
retrieving mail from an email (IMAP)
server. IMAP allows email programs
to access not only new messages but
also folders on the server. Actions are
synchronised between multiple email
programs connected through IMAP.

IMAP IDLE
IMAP IDLE is an optional expansion of
the IMAP email accessing protocol
that allows the server to send new

message updates to the client in real
time. Instead of having your email
program check for new mail every
few minutes, IMAP IDLE allows the
server to notify your email program
when new messages have arrived.
You
can
see
incoming
mail
immediately.

List-Unsubscribe
List-Unsubscribe is an optional email
header line that lets mailing list
administrators specify means to
unsubscribe from a mailing list or
newsletter. Email programs and webbased email services can use this

recent messages, to be managed in
the program and on the device.

List-Unsubscribe
List-Unsubscribe is an optional email
header line that lets mailing list
administrators specify means to
unsubscribe from a mailing list or
newsletter. Email programs and webbased email services can use this
header to offer an easy method for
unsubscribing.

header to offer an easy method for
unsubscribing.

POP (Post Office Protocol)
POP (Post Office Protocol) is an
internet standard that defines an
email server and a way to retrieve
mail from it. In contrast to IMAP, POP
only lets the email client download
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Peter Baldwin

Ten practical actions you can take to protect
yourself on the Web
• THINK before you share your
information with any site or person
on the Internet.
• Do your homework and read privacy
policies

ALWAYS
THINK
AND

DON’T
JUST LINK

• Never log in to your financial
assets, such as online banking sites,
from a public network (at hotels,
coffee shops, airports, etc.).
• Use different passwords for your
finances than for your social
networks and games.
• Protect your home computers by
making sure your home network is
closed. Otherwise, neighbours, their
visitors or even someone sitting in a
car outside your home may access
your network.
• Be very careful about giving your
Social Security number out and only

do so on a secured network (Look
for “https,” not “http” in the
website.).
• On social networking sites, such as
Facebook, make all of your privacy
settings “friends only.”
• Do not answer those 20-question
lists on social networking sites.
They are also questions typically
asked to allow you to access many
financial websites if you lose your
password.
• Periodically check your credit
report. You can get one free report
per year from the major credit
agencies.
• Do not let your children have the
location-based options activated on
their mobile devices, including
portable game devices.
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Peter Baldwin

How To Prepare For & Install MacOS Sierra
With MacOS Sierra now available,
members using a Mac can now get Siri
on their computers, have improved
iCloud integration, unlock their Macs
with an Apple Watch, use Apple Pay on
the web, and much more.
Before you go diving right into updating
to macOS 10.12 though, you should
take a few precautionary steps to
prepare for the software update.
Here are some simple steps to prepare
for updating to macOS Sierra so that you
can install the new Mac OS system
software with ease.

✦ Check Hardware for Support
Is your Mac supported by macOS Sierra?
If it’s relatively new and built in the
middle of 2010 onward, the answer is
probably yes, but you’ll want to be sure
by
viewing
the
macOS
Sierra
compatibility list first.

Most apps that are compatible with El
Capitan are compatible with Sierra as
well, just be sure you update your apps
after you install macOS Sierra. If you
have any mission critical apps, you may
want to contact the developer to
investigate if a particular application has
any issues or not.

✦ Backup, Backup, Backup
No matter what system software you
update, you should always backup first.
Don’t skip making a complete and
thorough backup of your Mac before
installing MacOS Sierra.
Setting up Time Machine on a Mac is
easy and allows for simple backups and
restoring in the odd event something
goes haywire.
Don’t skip a backup, it’s important.

✦ Installing macOS Sierra
Did you backup? Did you insure your
Mac is compatible? And you backed up

the Mac completely so that all of your
data is secure? Don’t skip the backup.
Then you’re ready to update and install
macOS Sierra.
The simplest way to update is by letting
the installer run after downloading, this
will bring the current version of Mac OS
X up to date to the Sierra, it’s a pretty
easy process:

✦ Go ahead and download macOS Sierra
now from the Mac App Store.

✦ When the Installer launches, go
through the simple steps and select your
Mac hard drive to update to macOS
Sierra.

✦ macOS Sierra will download and
install, rebooting the Mac when
completed.
Typically a macOS Sierra installation
takes a bit over an hour, but it can vary
depending on computer speed, wifi
connection speed, what version is being
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updated, and how much stuff is on your
Mac.
When it is finished installing, the Mac
will reboot itself into macOS 10.12
Sierra, ready to go and enjoy.
If your Mac appears to stop during
installation and show a black screen, do
not turn it off as this will mean that you
will have to start the process all over
again and also carry out some other

procedures which will not be covered in
this article.

to be sure your iPhone or iPad is
updated to iOS 10 or later.

✦ Additional macOS Sierra

✦ You can create a macOS Sierra boot

Installation Notes

drive easily, but you will need an 8GB or
larger USB drive and the original installer
handy.
✦ You can perform a clean install of

✦ As long as you made a backup
beforehand, you can downgrade from
Sierra if need be after the fact.
✦ If you want to use the iOS-to-Mac and
vice versa clipboard feature, you’ll need

MacOS Sierra if desired as well, but you
may need some guidance to perform
this task.

MY VERDICT
Sierra is not the major leap forward as experienced in iOS 10,
however it is still a major upgrade with a couple of appealing
new features (Siri and auto-unlock) and a wide range of
smaller useful features (particularly Universal Clipboard and
tabs in non-browser apps). It is more demanding than El
Capitan so check and ensure that your Mac is able to cope.

Are you prepared for Sierra?
Did you jump right into the update?
Do you have any thoughts on installing
macOS Sierra?
Let me know your comments!
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Peter Baldwin

MY
FAVOURITE NEW
FEATURES IN

MAC OS
SIERRA
About this Mac

Dock

Keyboard

• Storage management under "about this
mac"
moves
unused
• Automatically
documents to iCloud (if enabled)
• Keeps files you use the most on your
Mac.

• Ability to Tab documents

• Under “text” add a period upon double
space.

Photos
• Memories based on location and date
• Scans all your photos to better identify
(search for animals, etc.)
• Allows you to edit live photos
• When editing a photo under “adjust”
and “light” there is a new “brilliance”
feature.

Notes
• Collaboration invite via text, email,
link, etc.

Messages

• Rich links within Messages (i.e. video)
• Tap Back features (react) to a text
message
• Send individual read receipts
• Works with emoji, stickers, etc.

Safari

• Picture in Picture. If it doesn’t work
double right click.
• Apple Pay is now available in Safari
• Download manager is smarter. If you
re-download it, it will automatically
remove the old copy.

Desktop & Screensaver
• New Wallpaper (or check out Magic
Window)

Security
• Unlock via Apple Watch (in security &
privacy settings)

iCloud
• iCloud Drive - Desktop and Documents
folder.

Mail app
• Sort by unopened.

Accessibility

• Dwell control in accessibility
• Optimise Mac storage.

Finder Preferences

• In advanced sort by name will keep
folders on top
• Remove trash after 30 days
• Show warning before trashing
something from iCloud Drive.

Dictation
settings

is

now

in

Keyboard
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Peter Baldwin

SIRI
COMMANDS
MAC OS: SIERRA

Settings
Turn on Bluetooth
Set screen brightness to 85%
Decrease/increase the volume
Put my computer to sleep
• Turn on Do Not Disturb.
•
•
•
•

Messaging
• Start a Facetime call with __
• Start an audio Facetime call with __
• Send a text message to __ (dictate
message)
• Send an e-mail to__ (Siri will ask
follow up
• questions like subject and message)
• Search e-mail messages about
mortgage.

Weather

• Whats the weather look like next
week?
• Will I need to bring my umbrella to
work?
• What is the weather like in
Melbourne.

Opening Apps
• Launch Spotify.
• Get Pixelmator from the App Store.

Email
• Show me e-mails I received today
• Compose a new email to __
• Search e-mail for messages about
__
• Social Media Tweet _ (message)
• Post to Facebook _ (message).

Calendar

• Add (name of person/appointment)
to my calendar on (date/time).

Reminders
• Add __ to my shopping list
• Create a new list called __
• Remind me when I get home to take
a walk (location based reminders)
• Remind me a week before my
anniversary to order flowers

Locating Files
• Show me files I worked on last
week. (follow up) just PDF’s
• Show me photos I took last week
(date based searching)
• Show me photos I took in Bendigo
(location based searching)
• Show me files on my Desktop
(location of files)
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SIRI Commands in Mac OS Sierra Cont......
• Search the web for images of ___
• Search YouTube for __
• Show me files called “BMUG”
(music
artist/song/album/
• Play
playlist)
• Search Google for (Search query)

Miscellaneous
• Whats the definition of __?

• Conversions (i.e. how many litres in
a gallon?)
• How fast is my Mac? (System
settings)
• How much free space do I have in
my Mac? (System Settings)
• How much memory does my Mac
have?
• What is my serial number?
• How much iCloud storage do I
have?

• Go to __ (website URL)
• What movies are playing near me?
• Play the trailer for (movie)
• What time is it in London?
• How is the Stock Market doing?
• What is Dick’s e-mail address?
• Learn how to pronounce (word/
name being pronounced incorrectly)
• What is $100 Australian in US
Dollars? (conversion)
•
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Gatekeeper Has New Ways To Protect
Your Macintosh In OS Sierra
OS Sierra, has introduced an interesting
new security feature that I have
discovered called “Gatekeeper Path
Randomisation”.
GPR is designed to help secure the Mac
from running unsigned code from
software downloaded from the Internet.
When you launch software downloaded
from the Internet Gatekeeper first copies
the application bundle to a read-only
temporary space, and runs it from there.
This prevents the application from
having access to unsigned external
resources
that
may
have
been
distributed along with the application.

This may sound like jargon and be
hard to comprehend.
To illustrate, here is a simple exampleYou download a ZIP file that extracts a
folder with an application and another
folder inside. That other folder might
contain Readme files or a PDF manual,
but it also might contain executable
code.

When you launch the application,
Gatekeeper checks its signature and
allows it to run, but it does not check
the code that the app might run from
the other folder.
An application might run code from an
external resource completely innocently,
but what is to stop someone from
replacing that external code with some
form of malware and distributing the
modified ZIP file on the Internet?
Gatekeeper would not complain that the
application's signature was invalid,
because the application itself was never
modified.
The new GPR feature would make it so
our application in the example above
would have no access to those external
resources. While this might break some
apps, there are simple workarounds.

GPR is disabled after a user moves an
application bundle.

Peter Baldwin

Simply dragging the application to the
Applications folder (or anywhere else on
the disk) will allow it to function just as
it did before Sierra. Developers can also
either internalise external resources into
the app bundle (where they can be Code
Signed and checked for integrity by
Gatekeeper)
or
distribute
their
application in a signed disk image,
which ensures the integrity of the entire
contents of the disk image rather than
just the application.
One important note though, is that
GPR is not disabled for an application
if it is moved out of the downloads
folder inside another folder.
The application itself must be dragged
and dropped, or GPR will keep doing its
thing.
As the Mac grows in market share, it will
continue to become a more attractive
target for malware developers.
It is good to see that Apple is continuing
to implement new safeguards on the Mac.
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Peter Baldwin

The latest and greatest release of iOS 10 is here.
Do you really need to update to iOS 10?
That’s entirely up to you to
decide.
If your iPhone or iPad works
great the way it is right now,
you could always put off the
update, or even avoid it all
together.
But by skipping iOS 10, you’d
obviously miss out on major
new features, built-in security
enhancements, and any bug
fixes included in the release.

Another approach is to wait a
little bit.
Some users like to wait to install
major iOS software updates
until after the first point release
or bug fix update is made
available.
That could mean a small point
release, maybe arriving as iOS
10.1 or iOS 10.0.2 or something
similar, which typically arrives a
few months after the major
initial build.

This approach is really for
people who like to be extra
cautious and let any theoretical
major
bugs
or
potential
problems that slipped through
the beta periods get sorted out
before they jump in themselves.
There’s nothing wrong with the
cautious approach, it’s just a
matter of preference as to
whether or not this suits you,
your hardware, and your use
case.
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✦ Install Available App Updates

How To Prepare For iOS 10
Update On iPhone Or iPad
✦ Check for Device Compatibility
Obviously if the device doesn’t support
it, there won’t be any updating, so does
your iPhone or iPad support iOS 10?
Chances are good that it does, and if the
iPhone is a 5 or newer, or the iPad is an
Air or Mini 2 or newer, it will be
supported.
However, only the newest model iPod
Touch is supported.

✦ Clean House and Ditch the Dusty
Apps
It’s always a good idea to clean house
and trash any long lingering ancient
apps that you haven’t used for a long
time and that you don’t think that you
need before installing a new iOS
software release on to any iPhone or
iPad. You can always re- download them
again later if you change your mind.

If you’re like me, you probably have a
few app updates waiting to be installed.
It’s easy to slack off on installing app
updates, but when a big software
release is available it’s finally time to get
your apps up to date.
Don’t forget to visit the App Store
Updates tab to install updates for the
apps which are remaining. Many apps
are updated to support the latest and
greatest
releases
of
iOS
system
software, so don’t skip out.

✦ Insure Adequate Device Storage
The iOS 10 download is around 2 GB and
requires some additional space to
install, so aim to have about 2.5 GB or
more free when downloading and
installing the update. No, that does not
mean it will take up that much space
when it’s finished, it just needs room to
download, install, and process the
update, and much of that space will be
available again once it has completed
updating.

✦ Back Up! Backup, Backup
This is arguably the most important
thing to do. You probably already

backup the iPhone or iPad regularly,
right? If not, you should. And you
absolutely need to backup the device
before installing any software update,
particularly for the big release updates.
Do not skip this, it is critical.
The easiest way to backup any iPhone or
iPad is with iCloud, which can be done
from the Settings app > iCloud section.
You can also backup to a computer with
iTunes. If you want to be extra safe,
backup to both.
If you skip backups and if something
goes haywire, you may lose all of your
data. That’s about as catastrophic as it
can get, and nobody wants to lose
personal data, pictures, notes, and
everything else that matters which is
stored on an iPhone or iPad, so do not
skip backups. It’s minimal effort for a lot
of peace of mind and data security.

✦ Install iOS 10!
Now you’re ready to install iOS 10!
The update will be made available in the
Settings > General > Software Update
section of iOS, and you can also install
iOS 10 through iTunes by connecting an
iPhone or iPad to a computer.
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FEA

Note: 3D Touch features are only going to be available on the iPhone 6S or 7
Raise to Wake
Now when you pick up your iPhone it
will automatically wake up. This works
even better when you combine it with
“unlock without clicking home”

Widgets
Access them by swiping from left to right
on your phone.
❖ I recommend downloading the app
from your cellular provider so you can
easily monitor your data usage.

❖ I also recommend Weatherbug for a
weather app.
❖ To move around widgets go into the
edit screen, located at the very bottom
of the list (this is also where you can go
to add, remove, or reorder your widgets)

Delete Default Apps
Finally you can!
Just know that if you remove stock apps
like Mail, you can’t (yet) assign 3rd party
ones to take over for sharing. If you do
remove it you can get it back from the
app store.

Mail
Now you can filter by unread messages
(go to inbox and tap the button at the
bottom left)

Control Center
3D touch features have been added to
control brightness of flashlight, take
different photos via the camera, copy
numbers from the calculator, set
common timers via the clock app
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Spacebar cursor move feature
This feature is only available on devices
with 3D touch. Hold down the spacebar
and move your finger to move the cursor
(sort of like a mouse).

Messages
• Ability to markup photos
• Rotate phone into landscape mode to
draw text
• “Tapback” feedback on messages
• Message effects (I recommend you
check out the app JIBJAB)
• Links give visual preview (YouTube
videos play in messages too)

Notes
Allows for collaborating

Photos
• New feature: “Memories” creates
instant slideshows
• New feature: “People” automatically
groups together photos

Settings worthy of note:
✦ Phone
Now your iPhone can announce who is
calling. The options are: always,
headphones & car, headphones only, or

✦ Reduce Motion

✦ Maps

In the past I have recommended turning
on “Reduce Motion”. With the new
features in iOS 10, I am now
recommending turning it back off
To
do
this
go
into
General
Settings>Accessibility, and turn off
“Reduce Motion”.

Now Maps has extensions for things like
Open Table and Yelp

✦ Home Button

You can now choose either “good” or
“best available” playback quality based
on wifi speeds.

Also in that same menu (Accessibility)
you might want to check out “Home
button” because there is a new feature
called “rest finger to open”.
When you combine this with the “raise to
wake”, I think that these two new
features are a great combo.

✦ Zoom
Zoom is found under “Display &
Brightness” and is now available even on
the smaller iPhones. Check it out,
especially if you don’t have perfect
vision.

✦ Siri

✦ Safari
Your access to passwords is now so
much easier.

✦ Videos

✦ Home App
Control your home via the Home app,
Siri, or Apple Watch.

✦ Messages
This isn’t a new feature, but you might
want to consider telling your iPhone to
only keep messages for 30 days.
Messages take up a lot of space on your
phone (especially if you or your friends
like to send photos or videos). Also
check out the new “low quality image
mode”

Siri now has it’s own menu listing. You
should go into Siri and check out which
of your apps now have support for Siri.
Basically this means you’ll be able to
control 3rd party apps from Siri.

never.
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Peter Baldwin

How To Clear Recent Website Browsing History
in Safari for Mac OS X
Clearing your website history in Safari on your Mac is easy and is an
incredibly useful feature, particularly when you want to cover your web
browsing tracks for whatever reason.
There are many valid reasons to clear website data beyond just privacy.
Often resetting the Safari browser will resolve various problems that are
encountered with the browser.

• the last hour
• today

The change is immediate and you do
not need to relaunch Safari.

• today and yesterday
• all history

You will find that there is a note
mentioning that “History will be
cleared from devices signed into your
iCloud account”, meaning this will
transfer over to other modern Macs

✦ Click on “Clear History” for the

and iOS devices that are logged into
the same Apple ID and using a new
version of Safari. As a result, this can
be used to remotely clear cache and
web history from a remote computer,

data, cookies, and history removal to
take place on the chosen timeline

which is a very useful
feature.

✦ From the Safari browser, select the
“Safari” menu and choose
History and Website Data”

“Clear

✦ Select one of the options alongside
the Clear menu:

additional
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How To Print as a PDF
The print capability in OS X is useful even if you don't have a printer, or you
don't want to make a paper copy of something.
Because the Portable Document Format (PDF) is deeply ingrained into the
Operating System, you can "print" a document to a PDF file.
This feature is great for saving receipts of online orders or articles to read
later when you may not have an Internet connection.

Follow these instructions to print
as a PDF✦ Choose File > Print to open the
Print dialog.

specify security options: Set a
password to open the PDF, to copy
content, or to print the document.
✦ Click Save to save the PDF to

✦ Click the PDF button, which
displays a pop-up menu.

disk.

✦ Choose Save as PDF.
✦ Specify a location for the file,
and add metadata such as title,
author, subject, and keywords to
make the file easier to find later
(for example, when using a
Spotlight search). You can also

Apparently, someone at Apple
wanted an easy solution for saving
online receipts.
Here is what you doFrom the PDF pop-up menu,
choose Save PDF to Web Receipts
Folder.

The first time you do this, OS X
creates
a
folder
called,
appropriately, ‘Web Receipts’, in
your Documents folder.
This option saves you the trouble
of specifying a location for each
receipt.
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10 New iOS 10 Settings You Should
Change

How to Restore Tap-to-Unlock on iOS 10
Click Here for the article

Click Here for the article
Compliments of

Compliments of

12 Things You Didn't Know the iPad
Could Do
Click Here for the article
Compliments of

Getting Siri Working on Your Mac
Click Here for the article
Compliments of
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Camtasia for Mac By
Peter Baldwin

A Screen Recorder plus a Video Maker and Editor
Camtasia

Version 3 for Mac
allows you to easily record onscreen activity, Keynote slides,
camera video, microphone, or
system audio - all with sparkling
clarity. Record in front of a live
audience or at your desk.

It is over four years since I reviewed
Camtasia Version 2 and I have to say
that I am very impressed with the latest
release of Version 3.0.0 for Mac.
Version 3 now requires OS X 10.10 or
later, Intel 64-bit processor and
QuickTime X or later.

Edit to perfection. Turn it into a
stunning, HD-quality video at the
perfect size to share on popular
video sites, Apple devices, your
website, blog, or anywhere you
like.

Learn more about Camtasia.
Click Here for a free 30 day trial.
A new user can purchase from the
website for $259.70.
You can upgrade from version 2
for $129.85.

✦ New Behaviours as a way to quickly
animate images, video, or text.

✦ Quizzing
feedback).

(SCORM,

per

question

✦ Ability to share projects with Windows.
✦ UI updates (more similarities with
Windows).
I have created several projects using
Camtasia and while it is not perfect, the
pros far outweigh the cons.
This app is designed for anyone that
plans on recording videos and needs a
product that is capable of recording on
your screen.

Try this app.
You will not be disappointed.

✦ New callouts.
✦ New Recorder UI.
✦ New grouping of images and videos.
✦ New Voice narration.
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Editor’s Tip Of The Month

♦︎
Set Your Mac Volume precisely
with Siri
With Siri in macOS Sierra, you can
set the volume to a very exact
amount. Just tell Siri: "Set the
volume to 49 percent" and she will
set it to exactly that.

The BMUG Assist program is available to all members. We will attempt to
resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or alternatively give you
advice about where to seek further assistance.

Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655
OR

Dick Brown is available to take your call on 5259 1614
To get the best possible answer, and a considered one, please email
your question or problem for the “Help Desk” direct topeteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au OR dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au

BMUG News produced by Editor Peter Baldwin.
Send articles for inclusion in this Newsletter to The Editor.
www.bellarinemac.org.au
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